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The data collection process for risk assessment highly depends on the security experience of security staffs of an 
organization.  It  is  difficult  to  have  the  right  information  security  staff,  who  understands  both  the  security  
requirements and the current security state of an organization and at the same time possesses the skill to perform 
risk  assessment.  However,  a  well  defined knowledge  model  could help  to  describe  categories  of  knowledge  
required to guide the data collection process. In this paper, a knowledge framework is introduced, which includes  
a knowledge model to define the data skeleton of the risk environment of an organization and security patterns 
about  relationships  between threat,  entity  and  countermeasures;  and  a  data  integration  mechanism  for 





Most   enterprises   agree   that   knowledge   is   an   essential   asset   for   survival   and   success   in   an   increasingly 
























KNOWLEDGE  FRAMEWORK  FOR  INFORMATION  SECURITY  OF  AN 
ORGANIZATION
For   the   information   security  modelling,   as  mentioned  above,  our  knowledge   framework  aims   to  provide  a 
methodology to  gather  updated  security data that are specific to  the data requirements of the data collection 
process under the guidance of security knowledge that are maintained in this framework.





Three   components   of   the   knowledge  model   are   presented:  Data   Skeleton,  Generic   Security   Patterns  and 
Template Instances of Security Patterns. The former two components are based on previous ISM, in which Data  
Skeleton  represents   the  data   structure  about   the   risk  environment  of  an  organization  and  Generic  Security  
Patterns depict relationships between threat, entity and countermeasures. In our study, Interface is provided to 
security experts  to create  Template Instances of Security Patterns  based on their security experiences and the 
former   two   components   in   the  model.   The  Ontology   Representation  in   the   knowledge  model   elaborates 
definitions of the components. The benefits of using ontology representation will be discussed later.






















The   definition   of   countermeasure   pattern   has   two   considerations:   (1)   an   appropriate   proposition   of   a 
countermeasure   to   each   Threat­Entity   pair;   (2)   deployment   of   additional   countermeasures   to   assure   the 
effectiveness of the original countermeasure. Generic ThreatEntity­Countermeasure relationship (TE­C) and TE­
C­TE relationship presented in ISM  [Kwok et. al, 2004]  are applied to define  the  generic security pattern of 
countermeasure in the model.
Template Instances of Security Patterns
In   fact,   template   instances  of   generic   security   patterns   are   template   instances  of   the  generic   relationships 
mentioned above. For example, the threat scenario “user smart  card is duplicated” can be represented as an 








Template   instances   of   generic   security   patterns   can   help   generate   data   requirements   for   data   integration 














































































Specific Security Data Repository
The   Specific   Security   Data   Repository   in   the   framework   (Fig.   1)   stores   the   results   of   data   integration 



























































APPLICATION OF THE KNOWLEDGE FRAMEWORK
After   security   data   are   integrated   into   the  Specific  Security  Data  Repository   through   the   data   integration 
mechanism, they can be applied in several risk assessment activities. One of the activities is performing risk 
simulation. 
Risk   simulation   could   help   security   officers   to   obtain   an   entire   set   of   impacted   entities   specific   to   an 
organization   if   a   threat   happens.   This   simulation   includes   the   following   tasks:   (1)   identify   threats   to   an 
organization; (2) demonstrate the outcome of a threat acting on one entity or multiple entities. These tasks raise 







for   risk   assessment   activity.   It   has   several   benefits,   which   mainly   includes:   (1)   security   knowledge   are 
maintained in a formal way for periodical information security modelling process; (2) updated security data 
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